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Our Home Adventure Challenge Award is an
exciting opportunity for all beavers, cubs, scouts,
explorers and network members in South London
to gain a special badge.
The challenge is made up of 30 zones and each
zone has a list of activities or challenges to take
part in. All the activities or challenges are designed
to get you scouting and every activity or challenge
you complete will count towards will gain you
points towards the award.

?

Challenge awards and activity badges
Some activities and challenges could count
towards other challenge awards & activity badges.
This guide will help you identify which activities
count towards other activity badges and challenge
awards.

There are three Home
Adventure Challenge Badges
that you can gain:
Ÿ Bronze
Ÿ Sliver

Ÿ Gold

The challenge is made up of
30 zones and each zone has a
list of activities or challenges
to take part in.

The requirements

Bronze
To gain the bronze award you need to:
Ÿ complete 50 activities across at least 15 zones.

Ÿ the activities must include 5 Taskmaster challenges.

Silver
To gain the silver award you need to:
Ÿ gain the bronze award.

Ÿ complete 30 more new activities across 15 zones. and should

ideally include zones you haven’t complete activities in for the
bronze award (if possible).
Ÿ the activities must include 7 more Taskmaster challenges
Gold
To gain the gold award you need to:
Ÿ gain the silver award

Ÿ complete 40 more new activities across 15 zones. and should

ideally include zones you haven’t complete activities in for the
bronze or silver awards (if possible).
Ÿ The activities must include 10 more Taskmaster challenges.

The South London Scout Centre

The Fort Home Camp
Challenge
The South London Scout Centre - known as The Fort, is
the home of South London Scouts. As scouts we love to go
camping, but as we can not go camping together at the
moment so we have an exciting camping challenge for you
to complete at home.
There is something genuinely magical about spending a
night under the stars, listening to the sounds of nature as
you cosy up in your sleeping bag. We have designed a
camp programme for you to take part in, which you can
complete inside or outside.
The best way to take part is to speak
to a few of your scout friends and
arrange with them to complete
the programme at the same
time. if you successfully
complete our camp programme
you will be awarded our special
'The Fort - Home Camp Challenge
activity badge.'

Camp home stay

As well as working towards our Home
Adventure Challenge Awards you can
also gain our extra special Taskmaster
activity badge. It’s simple to gain....

Take the
challenge...
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